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CS251 – Spring 2008

How Addresses Work

Bill Cowan

I  Introduction

Knowing how addresses work is essential for understanding caching. I described how they work only briefly
in class, expecting that you had experience with them from your other courses. The textbook and the notes
simply assume that how they work is second nature to you. But I am noticing with Assignment 9 that while
some of you are very familiar with addresses others of you need some of the basics laid out very explicitly.
That’s the purpose of this note.

I am going to talk about 16-bit addresses in this note and I am going to write all the numbers in either
binary or hexadecimal. You can recognize a binary number because it has sixteen digits all of which are 0 or
1; you can recognize a hexadecimal number because it has four digits, each of which is 0-9 or a-f. The table
below, shows a few examples of binary, decimal and hexadecimal addresses.Notice that each hexadecimal
corresponds to a group of four binary bits.

Decimal Binary Hexadecimal

0 0000000000000000 0000

1 0000000000000001 0001

10 0000000000001010 000a

15 0000000000001111 000f

16 0000000000010000 0010

24 0000000000011000 0018

31 0000000000011111 001f

32 0000000000100000 0020

255 0000000011111111 00ff
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II  The Address Space

We call the set of (virtual) addresses the address
space of the memory. It is normally drawn
vertically, as in the figure to the right, usually,
but not always with small addresses at the top
and large addresses at the bottom. It can be
drawn byte-wide or word-wide. Notice that
when the address space is drawn word-wide (to
the left) the addresses increase by 2, whereas
when it is drawn byte-wide they increase by 1.
In addition the address 0000 would correspond
to the left bite of the first word and the address
0001 to the second byte of the first word.
(They can also be reversed: the different cases
are big-endian and little-endian.)

III  Blocks of the Address Space

What we want to do is to understand how
ranges of addresses are created by breaking the
address into parts, and where they sit in the
address space. A typical address, broken into
four parts is shown below.

The lowest bit, determines whether a byte is the high or low byte of the word. It is ignored when we are
accessing whole words because we don’t care what its value is. That is, in the diagram the shaded rectangle
indicates the word we get when we ask for either address 0004 or 0005. So when the upper three parts of
the address have a specific value the part of the address space picked out is two bytes side by side, one with
an even address, the other with the odd address one greater. The lowest part of the address divides the
address space into blocks two bytes in size.

Now look at the line part of the address, which is three bits in size. Suppose the address above the two
pieces we have now is 001. Then all the different addresses below that lie in the range 0010 to 001f can be
produced by varying the line and word parts of the address. This part of the address space is a block of 16

bytes ( ), positioned on a sixteen byte boundary. That is, the upper 12 bits break the address space
into 16 byte blocks of memory. Where we are within the blocks is determined by the low 4 bits.

15-8 7-4 3-1 0

tag line number line word

0000
0002
0004
0006

0000
0001
0002
0003

fff8
fffa
fffc
fffe

fffc
fffd
fffe
ffff

0004
0005
0006
0007

0008
000a
000c
000e
0010
0012
0014
0016
0018
001a
001c
001e
0020
0022

2
4

16=
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Now look at the line number part of the address. We
now need to zoom back on the memory so we need a
different diagram. The line number, line and word parts of
the memory together consist of 8 bits, so they address 256

bytes ( ). Thus a particular tag addresses a 256
byte block of memory. For example, in the diagram to the
right, which is magnified by 16 the dark shaded block
contains 32 bytes of memory and the light shaded block
contains 256 bytes of memory. The particular block
shown has the tag 01, and the complete set of possible
tags, from 00 to ff, breaks the memory into 256 blocks,
each 256 bytes in size. Notice that each line appears
exactly once in each block. The lower line shown in dark
black, 16 bytes having addresses from 0160 to 016f,
appears with a different tag (00), but the same line number
(6), higher in the memory from 0060 to 006f.

0000
0020
0040
0060

ff80
ffa0
ffc0
ffe0

0080
00a0
00c0
00e0
0100
0120
0140
0160
0180
01a0
01c0
01e0
0200
0220

2
8

256=
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IV  Application: A Direct-Mapped Cache

Breaking the address like this is the key concept in caching. With the breaking pattern above the cache
would have 16 lines, each comprising 16 bytes (8 words). The index, which specifies the line number is 4

bits; the data is addressed by the line part of the address which is three bits ( ) to we have just the
right number of bits to decide which word we want from the line. The tag is eight bits, and we check it to
see if the line currently in the cache is the one from the block that the processor wants. The illustration
below shows the cache.

When the address arrives at the cache bits 1-3 are used to select one of the eights words in the line, bits 4-
7 are used to select the line, and bits 8-15 are compared to the tag to ensure that the line in the cache is from
the correct block in the memory. For the address 69ac, the word would be 7, the line would be a, and with
the tag matching and the valid bit set, the cache would return 5a5a.

Line
number

Valid
bit

Tag 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

a 1 69 5a5a

b

c

d

e

f

2
3

8=


